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The  
Brand 

F.Words is the premier unisex luxury athletic 

apparel brand. 

We draw upon proportion, shape, and 

construction to command the best fit, fashion, 

function and flexibility.  Composed of powerful 

unexpected design elements, leading 

innovations, and solid science. 

Seasonless product is constructed to handle 

the rigor of demanding adventure, and 

suitable for all day wear - confronting the 

issues of climate change with adjustability and 

temperature control. 

Distinctly Modern 

A step ahead of tomorrow 

This is where fashion meets technology  
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Athletic apparel either does not fit right and lacks 

style, or is resort-oriented, which looks good, but 

cannot handle the rigors of demanding adventure. 

   

At F.Words we do both, creating core items to live 

in - work in - party in - hike in - ski in- namaste 

in - sleep in - travel in - Everything in  

The  
Brand DNA 

“We are on a mission to accelerate the 

world’s wellness, making gender an 

artifact of the past, confronting + 

impacting the effects of climate change, 

through seasonless collections of 

premium athletic apparel + outerwear.” 

Unique Value Proposition
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F.Words 
Values

• The face of unisex seasonless fashion. 
• Reimagined athletic apparel. 
• In belief that form does not follow function. 
• Prepared for all conditions; here, there, everywhere. 
• Providing generous freedom of movement for all humans. 
• Transcending age. 
• A citizen of the world + socially conscious.  
• A fun and bold brand leveraging culture with good humor. 
• Prestigious + exclusive with price points, alongside quality + 

value. 
• Experts of craftsmanship, technology + fit. 
• Able to do more with less + deliver results. 
• Astonishing + fearless. 
• Driven by competition + coming for you #1. 
• Creating a new course, confronting conventional process. 
• Global community influencers, tastemakers and trendsetters. 
• A part of the bigger picture. 
• Supporting the domestic economy + fostering the artistic 

environment. 
• Built on passion, years of experience and relationships in the 

luxury fashion industry. 
• Athletes + outdoor enthusiasts. 
• Covetable timeless, staple items that last a lifetime. 
• Insistent on the highest standards. 
• Minimalist adorned luxury. 

WE ARE:
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The 
Mission 
Statement

 Create a product with superior fit, fashion, 

function and flexibility which is befitting for life 

on the run.  

 F.Words mission is to create a profitable 

business that provides superior returns to 

both the business partners and the 

investment partners. 

Outfitting humans on the move, we strive to 

remain socially aware and environmentally 

intelligent, while creating business with 

American manufacturers wherever possible.   
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The 
Designer

 

Before founding F.Words, Kendel enjoyed a 15 year career in 

luxury fashion, leading renowned runway Design, Development 

and Production teams as Principle at companies such as 

Naeem Khan, Reem Acra, Halston and J Mendel. 

Kendel is an industry recognized product executive with a 

proven track record for gainful product design and execution, 

capturing market share and driving profitability. 

A luxury cultural influencer, creative wunderkind + master of 

craft.  Outdoor enthusiast, recreational athlete + one time 

olympic hopeful.  Kendel, a true humanitarian, considers 

F.Words an organic extension of her dream to create leading 

luxury athletic apparel for the experience, rather than 

consumption, while giving back to the community.  Creating a 

lifetime of memories for human consumers everywhere.
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The  
Inspiration 

F.Words preoccupation with bridging seemingly contradictory 

concepts fosters the design of utterly unforgettable, covetable 

athleisure creations.  We mix classic materials in unexpected 

execution resulting in unrestrained luxury staples.   

Our color palette employs practicality through a dependable but 

contemporary lens.  Anchored neutrals with pops of rose gold 

throughout the collection.  Resulting in a grounded feeling which is 

anything but flat.   

Transcends age and gender, offering weightlessness in a world 

heavy with conflict, F.Words nods to serenity with a fresh 

approach.    

Inspired by shape and proportion, F.Words employs abstract and 

geometric accents through proprietary stitches resulting in sculptural 

silhouettes.  Fetching materials, with exuberant texture act as a 

structural departure from constancy inspiring confidence.  
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The Product Outerwear *

Freedom Hoodie Phenom Jacket

Forecast JacketFortress Onesie First Jacket

Fiasco Vest

Fahrenheit Jacket

* Line contains additional styles 
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The Product Basics

Freestyle Pant

F*It LeggingFreestyle Pant F*It LeggingFluid T-Shirt + Frisky Legging

F*It Legging
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The  
Client

                                                                       

                     25-65 Unisex (60/40 female/male)                                                                  

                                                        High net worth                                                                                          

                                                  Clever/appreciate wit 

                                                        GLOBAL TRAVELLER 

                                                       Charitable figure        

                               Appreciates a healthy lifestyle 

                                              Recreational athlete 

                                         Seeks cultural newness 

    COMMUNITY INFLUENCER/tastemaker/trend starter 

                   Into craftsmanship, quality and exclusivity 

                            Care about the environment and are SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS 

                             Seek to be a part of the bigger picture, part of a movement                 

                                                   Do not wish to display their wealth ostentatiously  

                                                                  Follows blogs/influencers on social media 
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The Celebrity Macro + Micro

Walk In Wonderland - Boston/La  
300K

Jon Olsson - Sweden Luxury 
Influencer, Skier + 
Entrepreneur 450K

Happily Grey - Nashville 750K Maren Morris - Best New Country  
Artist Cma 2016 - 120K

Future - Musician - 8M Gwyneth Paltrow - Nyc/La 2.7M
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The 
Business

Starting out as Direct To Consumer.

Initial product offering - unisex outerwear and 
athletic apparel basics collections. 

 

Future growth into online and brick and mortar 

sales via multi brand wholesale accounts.   

Bolster product offering including men’s and 

women’s product lines.   

Expand our reach internationally. 
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14The 
Distribution

New York City

Los Angeles

Chicago

Dallas

Aspen

Miami

Copenhagen

London

Beirut

Canada

Tokyo
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The  
Press 

Social Media 

Spread out social media to connect with all customers 
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn 

Instagram: take photos of products, share product previews, 
items in action, user submitted content 

Facebook: post information with further details; links to articles, 
info about collaborations 

Twitter:  brand related news 
YouTube: how to videos demonstrating performance features 

of garments, items in action 

Influencer + Brand Ambassadors 

Enter exclusive, targeted markets via validation and exposure 

of “real people” promoting F.Words via their social media and 
daily interactions  

Macro Influencer - largest audience 
Micro Influencer - credible voice  

Media 

Seek exposure in target markets with target audience via print, 
online + television 

Forum 

Kendel = F.Words, give platform for Kendel to connect with 
customers  

Forum = blog aka F.Words online magazine 
Goal - build brand identity through real stories via our Founder 

Kendel Weekly - all things Kendel (background, activities, how 

is Kendel a tastemaker, what makes Kendel tick) 
Lifestyle - how to wear F.Words 

The Brand - behind the scenes, how we build F.Words 
Trend - F.Words trending topics 
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The  
Q&A’s 

What was the inspiration to start F.Words? 

I was disengaged with runway fashion, no longer inspired to produce 
based on frivolity, consumption and ego. I was looking for an outlet 

which would directly engage my passion for a healthy lifestyle, love 
for recreational sports and the outdoors - paired with my knowledge 

in luxury fashion, to provide humans everywhere with apparel which 
would OUTFIT THEIR EXPERIENCES.  Supporting and empowering 

communities in the process. 

How do we plan to go to market? 

Starting out as direct to consumer with a move to growing into online 

and brick and mortar sales.  And expanding our reach internationally. 

At what stage is the line today? 

2017 collection is designed and ready to go.  We are working on 

expansion of basics collection.  

Who are the key partners? 

Currently it is Kendel Neidermyer - Founder/CEO and  
Bob Daughton - Executive Chairman.   

We will be adding positions as the organization grows and the 
business demands 

What are our Short Term/Long Term plans? 

Expand product category offerings increasing sales revenue.    
Strengthen the internal organization, keeping expenses inline for 

profitability. 
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The  
Contact

Kendel Neidermyer 
kendeln@fwordsgear.com 

New York, NY  
10036 

mailto:kendeln@fwordsgear.com?subject=

